
5.6  SUB-BOREAL PINE – SPRUCE ZONE

The Sub-Boreal Pine – Spruce zone (SBPS) occupies a small area in the
southeast part of the PRFR and is represented by only one subzone:

SBPSmc - Moist Cold subzone.

Much of this area has been classified from data collected in the Prince George
and Cariboo Forest Regions where the SBPS is more extensive. Ecosystem
mapping at 1:50 000 has been completed for the SBPS in the PRFR and
adjoining regions (Entiako Lake area) as part of a study examining
management strategies and options for the Tweedsmuir - Entiako caribou
winter range (Cichowski and Banner 1993).

Description and differentiation of the biogeoclimatic units:
PRFR - South: page 4 • 47

Interpretations:
Wildlife: page 6 • 9
Silviculture: page 7 • 68

Non-forested site units in the SBPS:

Non-forested wetlands dot the landscape of the SBPS and are one of its
characteristic features. They are mostly mineral-rich fens and marshes
characterized by sedges, rushes, glow moss and fuzzy fen moss, but acidic,
sphagnum-dominated bogs also occur. Roberts (1984) has produced a
comprehensive guide to the wetland ecosystems of the SBPS in the Cariboo
Forest Region, available from the Ministry of Forests, Forest Sciences Section,
Williams Lake, B.C.
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SBPSmc
Moist Cold Subzone

Adjacent biogeoclimatic units: SBSdk to the north; ESSFmc at higher
elevations.

Elevation range: 850 - 1400 m.

Description and comparison of site series:

Zonal site series:

01 Pl - Feathermoss - Cladina occurs throughout the landscape on a wide
range of slope positions and soil types. Pl is dominant and Sxw is often found in
the subcanopy. Shrub and herb layers are sparse and there is a moderately
developed moss layer with a strong lichen component. Typical shrubs include
soopolallie, prickly rose, birch-leaved spirea, and common juniper. Typical herbs
are bunchberry, kinnikinnick, twinflower, and dwarf blueberry.

Two phases are recognized: the Mesic phase (01a) with well- to imperfectly
drained, often fine-textured soils (Luvisols and Brunisols), and a better-
developed moss layer with relatively few lichens; and the Submesic phase
(01b) on well- to rapidly drained, usually coarse-textured Brunisols with more
lichens and a lower cover of mosses.

Drier sites: Two drier forested site series are recognized (in addition to the
submesic 01b described above).

02 Pl - Kinnikinnick - Cladonia is widespread in this zone, occurring on
gravelly glaciofluvial terraces and eskers common to this region. Forests are
stunted, open pine stands with a poorly developed understory. The site series is
distinguished by a dominance of lichens rather than mosses on the forest floor
and an abundance of kinnikinnick in the herb layer. Soils are Brunisols or
Regosols with a thin, crusty Mor humus form. These dry forests are often in
complex with non-forested wetlands (31, 32).

03 SbPl - Feathermoss is of limited extent in the SBPSmc. It is found on dry,
north-facing slopes or in frost hollows. Forests have an overstory of Pl with a
subcanopy of Sb, a sparse understory of Labrador tea, black huckleberry, and
crowberry, and a thick feathermoss carpet. The cold, nutrient-poor soils are
well- to moderately well-drained Brunisols or Luvisols with a relatively thick
Mor humus form. The abundance of Sb separates this unit from all other
more-or-less mesic units.

Fresh to wet sites: Four wetter forested site series are recognized.

04 Sxw - Scrub birch - Feathermoss is fairly abundant, occurring most
commonly as a fringe surrounding wetlands. Sites are hummocky with poor-
productivity Sxw, Pl, and (Sb) growing on elevated mounds. Lichens, crowberry,
and bluejoint grow under trees on the drier mounds; scrub birch, willows, and
glow moss occur in wetter swales. A perched water table is very common and
soils are usually gleyed. The 04 is distinguished from other site series by
lacking rich-site indicators and having a mix of wet- and dry-site species. The
drier 03 and 01 site series lack scrub birch, willows, and glow moss; wetter site
series have higher cover of either horsetail or sphagnum.
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05 Sxw - Horsetail is the most productive site series in the SBPSmc. It is not
widespread, being restricted to areas adjacent to moving water. Labrador tea
and scrub birch are absent; instead, black twinberry, highbush-cranberry, and
mountain alder are common. Bluejoint and feathermosses are dominant. Soils
are fairly well-aerated Regosols, Brunisols, and Luvisols (often mottled), with
loosely structured humus forms (usually Moders) or Ah horizons indicating
active faunal decomposition. The 05 differs from the wetter 06 site series by
having more Pl in the canopy and a lack of alder, willows, black currant,
sphagnum, and sedges.

06 Sxw - Horsetail - Glow moss forests resemble the 05 but are more poorly
drained and generally not quite as productive for tree growth. They are
uncommon, being found only in depressions or surrounding wetlands. The
vegetation is similar to that in the 05, except that more wet-site indicators such
as sedges, leafy moss and sphagnum moss are present. The soils are Gleysols or
Organics, with thick mucky organic horizons and water tables commonly found
within 20 cm of the soil surface.

07 Sb - Scrub birch - Sedge are forested bogs with very low nutrient
availability and distinctive bog vegetation. Stunted Sb with a ground cover of
Labrador tea, scrub birch, sedges, and sphagnum is typical. These ecosystems
have high water tables and Organic soils with poorly decomposed (fibric)
material dominating the upper 40 cm. The 07 is arbitrarily separated from
Non-forested bogs (31) by having >10% tree cover.

Non-forested site units:

Non-forested bog (31) and Non-forested fen/marsh (32) ecosystems are a
common feature of the SBPS landscape and often occur in a complex with very
dry pine - lichen forests (02) and wet, poor spruce forests (04 and 07) on
glaciofluvial landforms. See other comments on page 5 • 179.

Seral Associations: No seral associations have been described for the
SBPSmc. Because the SBPS has an extensive fire history, and succession
proceeds slowly in this species-poor, dry, harsh environment, the concept of a
“climax” association dominated by shade-tolerant species is not particularly
relevant. Most immature stands are Pl-dominated, and can easily be classified
into site series using the stands’ current vegetation and site/soil characteristics.
Seral communities dominated by At, willow, shrubs, or herbs may be more
difficult to classify, but are relatively uncommon.
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SBPSmc Site Series Flowchart
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NON-FORESTED

WETLANDS
Tree cover < 10%.

Depressional areas.

MOIST TO WET

FORESTS
Moisture regime 6-7.

Level/depressional

areas; seepage

slopes. Sites with

saturated soils.

Gleysols or Organics.

SLIGHTLY DRY

TO FRESH

FORESTS
Moisture regime 4-5.

Sites neither very

dry or very wet.

DRY FORESTS
Moisture regime 0-4.

Most commonly on

very coarse, glacio-

fluvial terraces or on

ridge crests/upper

slopes.

Site dominated by sphagnum, Labrador tea, 31 Non-forested
and other Ericaceous shrubs. bog

Sedges and willows dominate; sphagnum 32 Non-forested
mixed with other mosses. fen/marsh

Very dry sites; Open Pl forest. Kinnikinnick 02
abundant. Sparse shrub and herb layer. Lichens Pl - Kinnikinnick -
dominate moss layer.

Nutrient-poor, dry sites on cold aspects. Gla- 03
ciofluvial flats or coarse, midslope morainal till. SbPl -
Pl forest with Sb subcanopy; Sxw infrequent. Feathermoss
Labrador tea abundant.

Dry Pl/Sxw stands with moderate growth. No 01b
Sb or Labrador tea. Kinnikinnick, dwarf Pl - Feathermoss - 
blueberry, soopolallie common. Cladina;

submesic phase

Low-productivity Sb. Labrador tea, willows, 07
crowberry, and Sitka sedge common. Sphag- Sb - Labrador tea -
num dominates moss layer. Organic soils. Sphagnum

Pl/Sxw with poor growth. Scrub birch and 04
crowberry abundant. Lichens and feather- Sxw - Scrub birch
mosses co-dominate. Cold, poorly drained - Feathermoss
mineral soils. Often adjacent to wetlands.

Sxw forests with poor to moderate growth. 06
Horsetails, mountain alder, oak fern, and soft- Sxw - Horsetail -
leaved sedge abundant. Leafy, glow, and Glow moss
sphagnum mosses common. Gleysols or
Organic soils.

Sxw/Pl forests with good growth. Horsetails 05
abundant. Few sedges. Moss layer dominated Sxw - Horsetail
by feathermosses. Mottled soils.

Sx/Pl forests with good growth. Horsetails 05
abundant. Soils mottled. Sxw - Horsetail

Subhygric sites. Stunted Pl/Sxw dominant. 04
Scrub birch abundant; glow moss present. Sxw - Scrub birch
Cold, imperfectly drained soils; soils mottled. - feathermoss

Mesic Pl forests with Sb subcanopy; Sxw 03
infrequent. Labrador tea abundant. Cold, SbPl -
well-drained, nutrient-poor soils. Glaciofluvial Feathermoss
flats or coarse midslope morainal till.

Mesic sites. Pl/Sxw stands with moderate 01a
growth. No Sb or Labrador tea. Kinnikinnick, Pl - Feathermoss -
dwarf blueberry, and soopolallie common. Cladina;

mesic phase
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SBPSmc Environment Table

Soil
Site moisture/ Slope %
series Phase nutrients Slope position range Parent materiala

01 a) Mesic 4-5/B-C upper - lower (level) 0 - 55 M, FGv/M

01 b) Submesic 3-4/B-C upper - mid (level) 0 - 65 FG, M, (L)

02 1-2/A-B level, crest - mid 0 - 45 FG, (Mv/R, Cv/R)

03 3-4/A-B mid or level 0 - 20 M, FG

04 5-6/A-B lower - toe 0 - 5 M

05 (4)-6/C-E lower - toe 0 - 15 F, (FG, L)

06 6-7/C-(E) toe - depressions 0 - 10 M, Ov/M, L

07b 7/A-B level, depressions 0 O

31b 7+/A-B depressions, level 0 O

32b 7+/B-C depressions, level 0 O

a Codes are described in Section 3.2.2, page 3 • 8.

b Limited data; unit described from fewer than three plots.
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Humus form
Soil Soil depth (cm)
particle sizea classificationa min-mean-max Important site features

C - Ss GL, DYB, (HFP) Mors Subsoil often compacted. Summer
3 - 7 - 12 moisture deficits occur.

KL - Ss DYB, GL Mors Pronounced summer moisture deficits.
1 - 5 - 14

S - Ss DYB, (R) Mors Very dry, poor soils. Often on
0 - 2 - 4 glaciofluvial eskers.

KL - Ss DYB, GL Mors Cold, well-drained soils. Usually north
3 - 8 - 13 and east aspects.

L - Ls GL, DYB, G; Mors Cold, imperfectly to poorly drained
(gleyed) 5 - 8 - 13 soils. Often compacted gravels.

FL - S R, DYB, GL; Moders, Mors Usually along major streams. Season-
(gleyed) 6 - 11- 18 ally fluctuating water tables.

FL - C G, F, M Mors, Moders High water tables. Poorly aerated soils.
9 - 27 - 45

-- F, M, H peaty “O” horizons Acidic, nutrient-poor organic peats.
> 60cm

-- F, M peaty “O” horizons Non-forested bogs. Soils too wet for
> 1 m tree growth. Frost pockets.

-- M, H, G peaty “O” horizons Non-forested fens/marshes. Soils too
> 40 cm wet for tree growth.
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5.7 SUB-BOREAL SPRUCE ZONE
The Sub-Boreal Spruce Zone (SBS) in the PRFR has been subdivided into the
following biogeoclimatic units:

SBSdk - Dry Cool subzone

SBSmc - Moist Cold subzone
SBSmc2 - Babine variant

SBSwk - Wet Cool subzone
SBSwk3 - Takla variant

The SBSwk3 is found along the eastern fringe of the region east of Babine Lake.
Because of its limited extent, this subzone is not described in this guide. A
complete description is found in MacKinnon et al. (1990).

Description and differentiation of biogeoclimatic units:
PRFR - South : page 4 • 55
PRFR - North : page 4 • 89

Interpretations:
Wildlife: page 6 • 9
Silviculture: page 7 • 70

Non-forested site units in the SBS:

Non-forested sites at both ends of the moisture spectrum are described for the
SBS: two wetland and two dry grassland/scrub site series.

Wetland ecosystems are localized in the zone; dry to moist interior climates and
the predominance of well-drained morainal blankets provide limited locations
suitable for wetland formation. Small Fens are the most common wetland type
forming in depressions and along sluggish stream channels. These fens are
dominated by willows and sedges. Sedge-derived peat >1 m in depth is typical.
Marshes are restricted to lake edges and are most common in the Bulkley
Valley (SBSdk). These sites are very rich and are dominated by cattails and
bulrushes. Bogs are found in depressional areas often subject to cold air
drainage. Bogs are rare or lacking in the SBSmc2, but occur in the SBSdk.
These sites have a distinctive floral composition dominated by sphagnum,
Labrador tea, and other ericaceous shrubs.

Grassland/scrub is limited to the drier climates of the SBSdk and the lowest
elevations and most southerly exposures of the SBSmc2. Saskatoon - Slender
wheatgrass scrub/steppe ecosystems occur on dry rocky sites with favourable
warm aspects over base-rich parent materials. The habitat is too dry for full-
grown trees; instead there is a mosaic of “scrub” and “steppe” (grassland). 
Shrub species include saskatoon, common snowberry, Rocky Mountain juniper,
chokecherry, prickly rose, and stunted At. Bluegrass - Slender wheatgrass
grasslands are rare in the SBSdk today as most have been converted to hay
pastures. Originally they probably covered extensive areas on warm aspects in
the Bulkley Valley and Ootsa Lake country. In this unit, trees, shrubs, and
mosses are absent. Herb layers are well developed in both units with a diversity
of grasses and forbs. Soils include Brunisols, Luvisols, and some Chernozems.
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SBSdk
Dry Cool Subzone

Adjacent biogeoclimatic units: SBSmc2 at higher elevations and to the
north; SBPSmc at the southern edge of the PRFR; ICHmc2 to the west.

Elevation range: 500 - 750 m in the north; 700 - 1100 m in the south.

Description and comparison of site series:

Zonal site series:

01 Sxw - Spirea - Purple peavine is widespread throughout the subzone and
covers more area than any other site series. It is found on a wide range of
parent materials, but most often on deep morainal deposits. Although Sxw is
the climax tree species, most mature stands also have some Pl or At. The shrub
layer is moderately developed and diverse with prickly rose, birch-leaved spirea,
soopolallie, and Sxw dominant. Characteristic herbs are purple peavine, showy
aster, bunchberry, and fireweed. The moss layer is not as well developed as
SBSmc2 zonal sites because of the lusher shrub and herb layers. Two phases
are recognized: a Fine-textured phase (01a) on moderately well- to 
imperfectly drained Luvisols with loamy to clayey particle sizes; and a Coarse-
textured phase (01b) on well- to rapidly drained Brunisols with coarse loamy,
often skeletal particle sizes.

Drier sites: Drier-than-mesic ecosystems are widespread in the SBSdk. Six
forested site series have been described.

02 Pl - Juniper - Ricegrass is restricted to the driest, most nutrient-poor rock
outcrops and gravelly terraces. Pl forms open, poorly growing stands with a
sparse understory of mainly Pl regeneration, common juniper, and kinnikinnick.
The moss layer is dominated by reindeer lichens. Soils are coarse-textured
Brunisols with a thin, crusty Mor humus.

03 Pl - Feathermoss - Cladina site series is moister and more productive, and
has greater species diversity than the 02. It is also more common. The 03 occurs
mainly on gravelly glaciofluvial deposits or bedrock outcrops. Pl dominates
these fairly open stands. Shrub and herb layers are sparse. It is most clearly
distinguished from the 02 by the dominance of red-stemmed feathermoss in the
moss layer. Other site units lack kinnikinnick and are not dominated by poorly
growing Pl.

04 Fd - Soopolallie - Feathermoss is mainly localized along the eastern ends
of Francois and Babine lakes, usually on relatively steep, dry, south-facing
slopes. Fd is the indicator species for this site series, often occurring as veterans
of past fires. Fd occurs with Sxw and some Pl, At, and Ep. The shrub layer is
dominated by soopolallie, with birch-leaved spirea, prickly rose, and saskatoon
common. Soils are shallow, often containing cobbles and stones derived from
volcanic bedrock.

05 Sxw - Spirea - Feathermoss is slightly drier and less productive than the
zonal site series. These ecosystems are widespread in the drier, southern
portion of the SBSdk (southern Lakes Forest District), but scattered elsewhere.
The vegetation is similar to that in the 01, but tree growth is slightly poorer,
shrub and herb layers are less developed and vigorous, and mosses are more
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prominent. Soils have more rapid drainage than do soils in the 01 site series,
and usually thinner forest floors.

Fresh to wet sites: Five wetter forested site series are recognized.

06 Sxw - Twinberry - Coltsfoot is abundant in the northern SBSdk, but
becomes less common to the southeast. It develops in habitats that are slightly
moister and richer than the 01. Growth of Sxw, Pl, and At is better than
average. Understory species composition is very similar to that on zonal sites,
but shrub layers are more vigorous. Prickly rose, highbush-cranberry,
thimbleberry, and red-osier dogwood dominate. Finer-textured soils may show
mottling or gleying at depth.

07 Sxw - Horsetail is common but not abundant on moist to wet sites
throughout the subzone. Mature stands have large, widely spaced Sx and Pl,
with deciduous trees present in younger stands. Shrub and herb layers are well
developed. The 07 is differentiated from other site series by the presence of
horsetails in the herb layer. Two soil phases are recognized. The productive
Freely drained phase (07a) occurs on coarse, inactive fluvium; soils are
youthful and may have some Ah development. The Poorly drained phase
(07b) occurs on finer-textured lacustrine deposits with high water tables. These
are less productive, swampy ecosystems.

08 Act - Dogwood - Prickly rose occurs on active floodplains adjacent to
major rivers. Shrub layers are tall and vigorous with red-osier dogwood, alders,
and willows present, as well as the typical complex of moist-site shrubs. The
herb layer characteristically includes bluejoint, American vetch, blue wild-rye,
sweet-cicely, and palmate coltsfoot. Mosses are sparse or lacking. Soils are
Regosols and Brunisols with thin, loose litter layers; they generally show
evidence of repeated flooding (cumulic horizons).

09 Sb - Creeping-snowberry - Sphagnum represents forested bogs that are
scattered throughout the subzone on depressional sites. These bogs have a very
distinctive vegetation of poorly growing or stunted black spruce with a ground
cover of Labrador tea, creeping-snowberry, and bog cranberry. The moss layer is
dominated by sphagnum, but has a diversity of lichens as well. Organic soils are
typical.

10 Sb - Soft-leaved sedge - Sphagnum forested swamps differ from forested
bogs (09 site series) in that subsurface water flows through the ecosystem,
providing aeration and nutrients. Forested swamps have >10% cover of scrubby
Sb and Sxw and patches of scrub birch, willows, alders, red-osier dogwood, and
Labrador tea. The herb layer is dominated by sedges and horsetails. The moss
layer includes a variety of rich-site mosses (fuzzy fen moss, sickle mosses, and
leafy mosses) as well as sphagnum. Soils are saturated Organics.

Non-forested site units: Four generalized non-forested units have been
described for the SBSdk: Non-forested bog (31), Non-forested fen/marsh
(32), Saskatoon - Slender wheatgrass scrub/steppe (81), and Bluegrass -
Slender wheatgrass grasslands (82). See page 5 • 189 for brief descriptions
of these units.

Seral associations: Human activity (agriculture, settlement, logging, burning)
and wildfire have affected all parts of the SBSdk. As a result, much of the
landscape is in early to mid seral stages. Some preliminary work towards
developing a classification of seral associations, ranging from shrub-herb stages
to mature deciduous and mixedwood forest, has been ongoing, but this seral
classification is not included in the field guide.
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SBSdk Site Series Flowchart
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NON-FORESTED

WETLANDS
Tree cover < 10%.

NON-FORESTED

GRASSLANDS

DRY FORESTS
Moisture regime 0-3.

Usually on ridge

crests, upper slopes,

or terraces; thin and/

or coarse soils. Pl or
Fd forests.

VERY MOIST TO

WET FORESTS
Moisture regime 6-7.

Sites with saturated

soils. Gleysols or

Organics

FLOODPLAIN

FORESTS

Sites dominated by sphagnum, Labrador tea, 31
and other ericaceous shrubs. Non-forested bog

Sedges and willow dominant vegetation; 32 Non-forested
sphagnum not clearly dominant. fen/marsh

See introductory text, page 5 • 189. 81, 82

Act-dominated forests; thick shrubby under- 08
story. Dogwood dominant shrub. Regosols or Act - Dogwood -
Brunisols. Prickly rose

Xerix sites; open Pl with low productivity. 01
Kinnikinnick, common juniper abundant. Pl - Juniper -
Sparse shrub and herb layer. Lichens dominate Ricegrass
moss layer.

Xeric sites. Dense Pl with poor productivity; 03
common juniper infrequent; lichens common Pl - Feathermoss -
but not dominant. Very coarse and gravelly Cladina
soils

Open Fd-dominated forests; Soopolallie 04
abundant. Lichens uncommon. Thin soil Fd - Soopolallie -
veneers over rock. Eastern SBSdk only. Feathermoss

Poor to medium Pl, Sxw, (Fd) forests. Li- 05
chens uncommon; no Pl regeneration. Sxw - Spirea -
Coarse, well-drained soils. Feathermoss

Sxw forests with good growth. Horsetails 07
abundant; leafy mosses common. Swx - Horsetail

Open Sb forests with stunted growth; wil- 09 Sb - Creeping -
lows, Labrador tea, mountain alder, and sedges snowberry -
abundant. Sphagnum dominates moss layers. Sphagnum

Sb, Sxw forests with poor growth. Horsetails, 10
soft-leaved sedge, and fuzzy fen moss abun- Sb - Soft-leaved
dant. sedge - Sphagnum

Pl/Sxw forests with good growth. Well-devel- 06
oped and diverse shrub layer; thimbleberry Sxw - Twinberry -
abundant.

Sxw forests with good growth. Well-developed 07
shrub layer; no thimbleberry; horsetails Swx - Horsetail
abundant; leafy mosses common.

Pl/Sxw (Fd) forests with poor to moderate 05 Sxw - Spirea -
growth. Coarse, well-drained soils. Feathermoss

Sxw/Pl (At) with moderate growth; shrub and 01
herb layers moderately developed; some rich Sxw - Spirea -
site indicators with minor cover. Purple peavine

DRY TO MOIST

FORESTS
Moisture regime 4-5.

Stands not noticeably

very dry or very wet.

Tree growth poor to

good.
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SBSdk Environment Table
Soil

Site moisture/ Slope %
series Phase nutrients Slope position range Parent materiala

01 a) Fine (3)-5/C-D all 0 - 75 M, (F, C, L, Mv/R)
textured

01 b) Coarse 3-4/B-D all, mainly mid 0 - 75 M, FG, Mv/R, C
textured

02b 1/A-B crest - upper 0 - 30 Mv/R, Cv/R, FG

03 2/A-C level, crest - upper 0 - 20 FG, M, (Cv/R,
Mv/R)

04 2-3/C-D crest - lower 0 - 65 Cv/R, Mv/R

05 3-4/(A)-C all 0 - 40 M, FG, (C)

06 4-5/(C)-E all 0 - 40 M (F, L, C)

07 a) Freely 5/D-E level 0 - 10 F, M
drained

07 b) Poorly 5-6/C-D level, depressions 0 - 2 L, Lv/M
drained

08 5-6/D-E level 0 F

09 6-7/A-B depressions, level 0 O

10 6-7/C-E level, depressions 0 O, Ov/L

31 7+/A-B depressions, level 0 O

32 7+/C-E depressions, level 0 O

81 1-2/C-E upper - mid 20 - 80 Cv/R, M/R,
C/M

82 2-3/D-E upper - level 0 - 35 M, L

a Codes are described in Section 3.2.2, page 3 • 8. 
b Limited data; unit is described from fewer than three plots.
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Humus form
Soil Soil depth (cm)
particle sizea classificationa min-mean-max Important site features

FL, FC GL Mors, Moders Clay-rich Bt layer may restrict rooting.
3 - 9 - 16

KL, Ss DYB, GL Mors, (Moders) Often gravelly. Deep rooting.
1 - 6 - 13

KL, Ss DYB, EB, HFP Mors Driest, most rapidly drained sites.
1 - 2 - 3

KL, Ss DYB Mors Often gravelly or stony.
1 - 4 - 9

KL, Ls DYB, EB, GL Mors Mainly on south-facing slopes above
3 - 6 - 9 eastern Francois and Babine lakes.

FL, KL, S DYB, GL Mors Less productive than 01. Moisture
3 - 8 - 15 deficits during growing season.

FL, CL, (S) GL, DYB, EB Mors, Moders Mottles often present in Bt layer.
(gleyed) 4 - 8 - 19

FL, Ss DYB, SB, GL Moders Seasonally fluctuating water tables but
7 - 11 - 16 free drainage.

variable HG Moders Consistently high water tables, poor
FC, S 9 - 13 - 16 soil aeration.

KL, S R, DYB Moders Active floodplains. Annual flooding.
5 - 4 - 8

-- F, M, H peaty “O” horizons Permanently high water table.
> 60 cm Sphagnum-derived peat.

-- M, (F, G) peaty “O” horizons Permanently high water table. Sedge/
> 60 cm moss-derived peat or mineral soils.

-- M, F peaty “O” horizons Non-forested bog. Soils too wet and 
> 1 m cold for tree growth.

-- M, F, G peaty “O” horizons Non-forested fen/marsh. Soils too wet
> 1 m and cold for tree growth.

FL, Ls MB, SB, EB, GL Mulls Rare. Steep S/SW aspects on base-rich
0 - .5 - 1 bedrock.

FL MB, GL Mulls Rare. Usually S to W aspects.
.5 - .8 - 1

SBSdk
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SBSmc2
Moist Cold Subzone

Babine Variant

Adjacent biogeoclimatic units: SBSdk at lower elevations; SBSwk3 to the
east of Babine Lake near the boundary with the Prince George Forest Region;
ESSFmc at higher elevations; ICHmc2 to the west.

Elevation range: 850 - 1350 m in south; 500 - 1050 m in north.

Description and comparison of site series:

Zonal site series:

01 Sxw - Huckleberry occupies a wide variety of landforms and slope
positions, but is most often found on deep blankets of glacial till. Mature stands
are mixtures of Pl, Bl, and Sxw with abundant Bl regeneration. The main shrub
species is black huckleberry. Bunchberry, five-leaved bramble, twinflower, and
heart-leaved arnica dominate the herb layer. Feathermosses (red-stemmed
feathermoss, step moss, knight’s plume) carpet the forest floor.

Three phases are recognized: a Mesic, fine-textured phase (01a); a Mesic,
coarse-textured phase (01b); and a Submesic phase (01c). The 01c has a
relatively sparse feathermoss-dominated understory and lower productivity
than 01a and 01b.

03 SbPl - Feathermoss forests are found on cold, nutrient-poor sites with a
more-or-less mesic moisture regime. These are often mid to lower, north-facing
slopes that receive cold air drainage. Pl is the dominant tree species, but there
is always a significant component of Sb. Poor-site indicators such as Labrador
tea, dwarf blueberry, creeping-snowberry, and bastard toad-flax are common.
Soils are typically moderately well- to imperfectly drained Luvisols with a root-
restricting Bt layer. This site series is uncommon over most of the variant.

Drier sites: Only one drier forested site series has been distinguished (in
addition to the Submesic 01c described above).

02 Pl - Huckleberry - Cladonia occupies the driest and often poorest sites in
the subzone. It is relatively rare in the northwest, but more common in the
drier, southern parts of the subzone. These are usually pure stands of small Pl,
with Bl and Pl in the understory. Sites usually have scattered black huckleberry
and soopolallie, and dwarf woody plants such as kinnikinnick, twinflower,
prince’s-pine, and dwarf blueberry. The abundance of reindeer and cladonia
lichens on the forest floor distinguishes this site series from all others. Soils are
skeletal or shallow.

Fresh to wet sites: Six wetter forested site series have been described.

05 Sxw - Twinberry - Coltsfoot is found on moist mid- and lower-slope
positions, often on warm, south aspects. The stands are open and usually have
some deciduous trees. Shrub and herb layers are generally more diverse and
vigorous than those of any other SBSmc2 site series except perhaps the 09.
Thimbleberry is the typical dominant shrub. Oak fern is absent or very rare,
differentiating this unit from the 06 site series. Feathermosses dominate. Soils
often have an Ah horizon.
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06 Sxw - Oak fern occurs on sites with similar moisture and nutrient
conditions to the 05 site series, but is distinguished by the abundance of oak
fern and a lower diversity of shrubs and herbs. Scattered devil’s club is
sometimes present. This site series occurs throughout the subzone, but is most
abundant in areas of moister local climate. Soils on these sites often have a
compacted layer and seepage present within 40 - 80 cm of the surface.

07 Sxw - Scrub birch - Feathermoss is limited in extent in this variant; it is
usually found bordering fens and bogs. These are nutrient-poor, often cold sites
with restricted rooting over a perched water table. Growth of Pl, Sxw (and Sb) is
fair to poor, and the shrub layer is not vigorous. The presence of shrub species,
such as scrub birch, willow, and black twinberry, and the abundance of glow
moss are characteristic of this site series. The soils are gleyed Luvisols with
either a compacted gravelly layer or a dense clayey layer not far beneath the
surface.

09 Sxw - Devil’s club ecosystems are almost always found on lower or toe
slopes, or in gullies, and are best developed on north-facing slopes. This site
series is most common in the mountainous, western portions of the SBSmc2
along ephemeral streams (Fluvial phase 09a) or on seepage slopes (Morainal
phase 09b). Devil’s club is the characteristic dominant shrub; thimbleberry,
prickly gooseberry, oak fern, clasping twistedstalk, sweet-scented bedstraw, and
foamflower are common associates. The moss layer is patchy with leafy mosses
and feathermosses co-dominating.

10 Sxw - Horsetail occurs on lower slopes, depressions, valley floors, and
adjacent to bodies of water. Mature trees (Sxw, Bl, minor Pl) are large and
widely spaced. In the shrub layer, mountain alder, black twinberry, prickly
gooseberry, and highbush-cranberry are characteristic. Horsetails are the
dominant herbs and their abundance distinguishes this unit from all other site
series. The forest floor is usually mounded with leafy, ragged, and glow mosses
in wet hollows and feathermosses on drier mounds. Two phases are recognized:
the Fluvial phase (10a), which occurs on level sites adjacent to streams; and
the Lacustrine/morainal phase (10b), which occurs on poorly drained
depressions and level sites.

12 SbSxw - Scrub birch - Sedge swamp forests occupy low-lying positions in
the landscape and are often associated with frost pockets. They are variable in
species composition, but have a distinctive appearance. Clumps of poorly
growing Sb and Sw are interspersed with shrubs such as willow,
highbush-cranberry, scrub birch, black twinberry, hardhack, and Labrador tea.
The herb layer is diverse and dominated by sedges. The moss layer is a
well-developed mixture of sphagnum, golden fuzzy fen moss, glow moss, and
leafy mosses. Soils are Organics or occasionally Gleysols, with the water table
often within 10 cm of the soil surface.

Non-forested site units: Non-forested wetlands occur throughout the SBSmc2
but are confined to depressions in the morainal landscape. These wetlands are
almost exclusively nutrient-medium to nutrient-rich fens and marshes
(SBSmc2/31). Acidic bogs are rare to non-existent. See page 5 • 189 for
generalized descriptions of SBS wetlands.

Seral Associations: Early to mid seral ecosystems are widespread in the
SBSmc2 because of frequent wildfire and extensive human activity, mainly
logging. There has been some preliminary work towards developing a
classification of seral associations, ranging from shrub-herb stages to mature
deciduous and mixedwood forest, but these are not included in the field guide.
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SBSmc2 Site Series Flowchart

Site Units
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NON-FORESTED

WETLANDS
Tree cover < 10%.

DRY FORESTS
Moisture regime 0-3.
Usually on ridge
crests or upper slopes;
thin and/or coarse
soils. Pl dominant
tree species.

VERY MOIST TO

WET FORESTS
Moisture regime 6-7.
Sites with standing
water or saturated
conditions. Soils are
Gleysols or Organics.

FRESH TO

MOIST AND

POOR FORESTS
Moisture regime 4-5;
Nutrient regime A-B.
Sb present in
canopy.

FRESH TO

MOIST AND

MEDIUM TO

RICH FORESTS
Moisture regime 4-5;
Nutrient regime C-E.
Sites with moderate
to good tree growth.
Mid to lower slopes.

Sedges/grasses and willows dominant. 31
Sphagnum, glow moss, and fuzzy fen moss co- Non-forested fen/
dominate moss layer. marsh

Driest forested sites. Kinnikinnick common. 02
Sparse shrub and herb layer. Lichens co- Pl - Kinnikinnick -
dominate moss layer. Cladonia

Poor sites. Sb common. Labrador tea, black 03 SbPl -
huckleberry, and dwarf blueberry common in Feathermoss
shrub layer. Feathermosses dominant.

Submesic ecosystems on coarse-textured or 01c
shallow soils or upper slopes. Pl/Bl co-domin- Sxw - Huckle-
nant; moderate productivity. Feathermosses berry;
dominate. submesic phase

Large Sxw/(Bl) growing on elevated micro- 10
sites; no Sb. Horsetails abundant; leafy Sxw - Horsetail
mosses abundant; lady fern frequent. Sites
typically hummocked.

Stunted and sparsely distributed Sb and Sxw. 12
Willows, scrub birch, alder, and sedges abun- SbSxw - Scrub
dant. Sphagnum and golden fuzzy fen mosses birch - Sedge
dominate moss layer. Organic soils.

Pl, Bl, Sxw, (Sb) with poor growth. Feather- 07
mosses dominate. Gleysols or gleyed sub- Sxw - Scrub birch
groups. Perched water table. - Feathermoss

Labrador tea, black huckleberry, dwarf blue- 03 SbPl - 
berry, bunchberry, and creeping-snowberry Feathermoss
abundant; feathermosses dominant. Soils are
Grey Luvisols or Brunisols, sometimes mottled.

Shrub layer diverse, but dominantly black 07
huckleberry; feathermosses, glow moss, and Sxw - Scrub birch
sphagnum co-dominate. Poorly drained gleyed - Feathermoss
soils.

Devil’s club abundant. Oak fern prevalent; 09 Sxw - Devil’s
leafy mosses abundant. club

Oak fern dominates herb layer; devil’s club 06
scattered; five-leaved bramble common. Sxw - Oak fern

Shrub/herb layers diverse and well developed. 05
No devil’s club; thimbleberry and twinberry Sxw - Twinberry -
abundant; leafy mosses uncommon. Coltsfoot.

Black huckleberry and Bl regeneration dominate 01a/01b
shrub layers. Few rich- or wet-site indicators. Sxw - Huckleberry
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SBSmc2 Environment Table
Soil

Site moisture/ Slope %
series Phase nutrients Slope position range Parent materiala

01 a) Mesic, 4/C-(D) crest - lower (level) 0 - 45 M, (L)
Fine
textured

01 b) Mesic, 4/B-C crest - lower (level) 0 - 40 M, FG, (F, Mv/R)
Coarse
textured

01 c) Submesic 3/B-D crest - lower (level) 0 - 50 M, C, FG, Mv/R,
Cv/R (L)

02 1-3/A-(C) level; crest - upper 0 - 30 FG, Mv/R, Cv/R

03 3-5/A-B level; upper - lower 0 - 5 M, FG

05 4-5/(C)-E upper - toe 2 - 50 M, F, C

06 4-5/C-D mid - toe (upper) 1 - 60 M, Cv/M, (L)

07b 5-6/A-B lower - depressions 0 - 15 M, FG, L

09 a) Fluvial 5/D-E lower - toe 2 - 56 F (FG)

09 b) Morainal 5-6/D-E mid - toe 2 - 56 Mb, Cv/M

10 a) Fluvial 5-6/C-E level, depressions 0 - 4 F, Fv/M

l0b b) Lacustrine 6-7/C-E toe - depressions 0 - 10 L, M, Ov/L
/Morainal

12 7/B-E depressions, level 0 O, Ov/F, Ov/L

31b 7+/B-E depressions, level 0 O

a Codes are described in Section 3.2.2, page 3 • 8.
b Limited data; unit described from fewer than three plots.
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Humus form
Soil Soil depth (cm)
particle sizea classificationa min-mean-max Important site features

L - C GL, DYB, (HFP) Mors, (Moders) Compact Bt layer may restrict rooting.
3 - 8 - 16

KLs - Ss DYB, GL, (HFP) Mors Often gravelly; deep rooting.
2 - 8 - 16

FL - Ss DYB, GL, (HFP) Mors Sites experience some moisture
1 - 5 - 9 deficits.

KLs - Ss DYB, (HFP) Mors Very dry, poor soils. Xeromors
2 - 4 - 9 common.

KL - FL GL, (DYB, SB) Mors Cold, acidic soils; shallow rooting.
5 - 7 - 10 North and east aspects.

S - FL (s) GL, DYB Moders, Mors Ah horizon often present.
6 - 12 - 22

FC - Ls GL, DYB, SB Moders, Mors Seepage may be present within 40 cm
often gleyed 1 - 9 - 14 of the surface.

FL - KLs G, GL (gleyed) Mors, Moders Perched water table. Often in frost
15 - 25 - 35 pockets.

FL - Ss EB, DYB Mors, Moders Freely drained. Seasonally fluctuating
l0 - 20 - 38 water table.

FC - KL G, GL, DYB Mors, Moders Imperfectly drained. May have
often gleyed 5 - 12 - 17 compacted horizons at depth.

FLs - S G, R, DYB Moders Moderately well to imperfectly
1 - 10 - 19 drained. Fluctuating water table.

FL G, (M) Moders Poorly drained. Consistently high
18 - 41 - 80 water table. Poor aeration.

-- M, F, (G) peaty “O” horizons Permanently high water table. Poor
> 60 cm aeration.

-- M, G peaty “O” horizons Non-forested fens/marshes. Too wet
> 1 m and cold for tree growth.

SBSmc2
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6 WILDLIFE HABITAT INTERPRETATIONS

Historically, mature and old-growth forests dominated the landscapes of
the PRFR. On the coast, disturbance of these forests consisted of small-
scale blowdowns, landslides, flooding, and the occasional fire. In the
interior, wildfires have shaped the forest landscape, burning large tracts
of forest, but leaving a legacy of snags, veteran trees, and a mosaic of
unburned forest. The wildlife species found here have evolved to use
attributes typical of these natural forest mosaics. The progressive
conversion of wild forests to managed plantations via conventional even-
aged harvest practices will affect these species. The challenge is to apply
our knowledge of natural disturbance regimes and wildlife habitat
requirements to harvesting and silvicultural practices so that we can
maintain important attributes of mature and old-growth forests in
harvested stands.

We use the term “wildlife” to refer to all terrestrial vertebrates,
including amphibians, reptiles, birds, and mammals. “Wildlife habitat”
describes the components of the environment on which wildlife depend
directly or indirectly for food, cover, and reproduction. Fundamentally,
the health and diversity of wildlife populations are strongly tied to the
quality and diversity of wildlife habitat. Therefore, in this chapter, we
present approaches to maintaining wildlife through the conservation of
important wildlife habitats and habitat components.

The objective of this chapter is to give forestry practitioners a general
understanding of wildlife habitats and habitat components that should
be considered in harvest and silvicultural planning at both the stand
and landscape levels. In addition, wildlife habitats that are particularly
sensitive to forestry practices are highlighted. This chapter is presented
in five main sections:

• a general discussion of wildlife diversity within the region;

• an outline of characteristic habitat features and selected
species of management concern for each biogeoclimatic
zone/subzone;

• a description of key habitats, habitat components, and species
of management concern;

• wildlife habitat considerations in harvesting and silviculture
planning; and

• a summary of wildlife habitat considerations for PHSPs.
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Information presented here has been compiled from several sources
Meidinger and Pojar 1991; Radcliffe et al. 1993; Steventon 1993;
Klenner 199110; Lloyd 199211; Madrone Consultants 199212). Specific
references in the text are minimized. Appendix 1 contains an extensive
list of references relevant to the management of wildlife habitat in the
PRFR.

6.1 Regional Wildlife Diversity
The PRFR includes a large variety of distinct landscapes that provide
habitats for a diverse assemblage of wildlife species. In total, 333
wildlife species are known to occur in the region: 262 birds, 62
mammals, 7 amphibians, and 2 reptiles. This corresponds to 53% of the
provincial list of mammals, 65% of the birds, 35% of the amphibians,
and 11% of the reptiles. Many arctic species find their southern limits in
the northern portion of the region and some southern species have
ranges that just extend into the southern portion of the region.

Mammals that reach their northerly limits within the region include the
Southern Red-backed Vole, and several of the bats, such as Keen’s
Longeared Myotis (which is largely confined to British Columbia) and
the Silver-haired Bat. The latter two species are restricted to coastal
areas. Species that occur throughout much of the region and reach their
northern limit within the Yukon include the Deer Mouse, Heather Vole,
Least Chipmunk, and Long-tailed Vole. Other mammal species typically
found throughout the region include Moose, Marten, Red Squirrel,
Snowshoe Hare, Beaver, Porcupine, Short-tailed Weasel, Gray Wolf,
Grizzly Bear, and Black Bear. Of international consequence, the region
contains a significant proportion of the world’s Mountain Goat, and
important populations of Grizzly Bear and Woodland Caribou.

Many northern birds have British Columbia breeding records only in
this northwest region of the province. These include the Oldsquaw,
Wandering Tattler, Hudsonian Godwit, Red-necked Phalarope,
Gyrfalcon, Northern Shrike, Common Redpoll, American Tree Sparrow,
Snow Bunting, and Smith’s Longspur. Alpine and northern breeding
species shared with other regions include the Rock Ptarmigan, Willow
Ptarmigan, Pine Grosbeak, and White-winged Crossbill, as well as three
owl species: the Boreal Owl, Great Gray Owl, and Northern Hawk Owl.
As on other parts of the coast, Marbled Murrelets are common in some
inlets, such as Gardner Canal and Khutzeymateen Inlet, and likely are
breeding in the old-growth forests found there.

10 Klenner, W. 1991. Pre-harvest silvicultural prescriptions to protect and maintain
wildlife habitat. Unpubl. contract rep. B.C. Min. For., Vancouver, B.C.

11 Lloyd, R. 1992. Wildlife interpretations for the SBS, ESSF and ICH biogeoclimatic
zones of the Prince Rupert Forest Region. Unpubl. contract rep. B.C. Min. For.,
Smithers, B.C.

12 Madrone Consultants. 1992. Wildlife interpretations for the CWH biogeoclimatic
zone of the Prince Rupert Forest Region. Unpubl. contract rep. B.C. Min. For.,
Smithers, B.C.
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The Western and Common Garter Snake are the only two reptiles
occurring in the region, found specifically in low-elevation interior and
coastal zones. Of the seven amphibians found in the region, only four are
found in both interior and coastal forests: the Western Toad, Wood Frog,
Spotted Frog, and Long-toed Salamander. An additional three, the
Tailed Frog, Rough-skinned Newt, and Northwestern Salamander, occur
only in coastal areas of the PRFR.

The PRFR also contains several species considered to be “at risk” under
the provincial wildlife strategy. These species are on the provincial red
and blue lists, indicating that special management consideration is
required because of declining or endangered populations.

The Red List contains species considered endangered or threatened
because of low abundance and the possibility of extirpation or extinction.
Endangered species are any indigenous species threatened with
imminent extirpation throughout all or a significant portion of their
range in the province. Threatened species are any indigenous species
that are likely to become endangered in British Columbia if factors
affecting their decline are not reversed. Two species found in the PRFR,
the Keen’s Long-eared Myotis and Anatum Peregrine Falcon, are
red-listed as provincially endangered species.

The Blue List consists of sensitive or vulnerable species that are
potentially at risk but not yet threatened. Population viability is a
concern, as indicated by a significant current or predicted downward
trend in population numbers or density and habitat suitability.
Forty-eight species are found on the provincial blue list. Included are the
Tailed Frog, Bald Eagle, Peale’s Peregrine Falcon, Gyrfalcon, Fisher,
Grizzly Bear, Dall’s Thinhorn Sheep, Wolverine, and Caribou.

A complete list of wildlife occurrence by biogeoclimatic unit within the
PRFR can be found in Radcliffe et al. (1993). Some areas of the region
(such as the extreme northwest) and some groups of species (most
notably amphibians and reptiles) have received limited sampling in the
PRFR and our knowledge of these is mainly anecdotal.

6.2 Overview of Wildlife Species and Habitats for each
of the Biogeoclimatic Zones and Subzones

Each subzone in the region is typified by characteristic forest types and
environmental features, which, to a large extent, define the habitats
available for wildlife. This section highlights some important wildlife
species and habitats occurring in each of the PRFR zones, as well as
some of the climatic restrictions affecting wildlife distribution.

6.2.1 Alpine Tundra Zone

Harsh climate and rugged topography are overwhelming factors
influencing the assemblage of species in the AT zone. Exposed rock and
ice, devoid of vegetation, are the most common features of the AT and
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provide little habitat for most wildlife species. However, alpine
grasslands, meadows, scrub, and krummholz interspersed with rock
cliffs and talus slopes provide habitat for some species.

Although the AT has not yet been divided into subzones, three broad
climatic types can be recognized: the Coastal (above the MH zone), the
Interior (above the ESSF zone), and the Northern (above the SWB
zone).

Coastal alpine tundra is characterized by exceptionally high snowfall
and extensive snowfields and glaciers. The snowpack does not melt away
until well into summer. Vegetation is sparse, consisting primarily of
mountain-heathers. Even Mountain Goat, which are well adapted to
wintering in the AT, generally descend to lower elevations along the
coast in winter months. Common species include the White-tailed
Ptarmigan, Rock Ptarmigan, Wolverine, and Hoary Marmot. Caribou
and Thinhorn Sheep are absent from these coastal alpine areas.

Interior alpine areas are drier and generally support more species than
do coastal alpine areas. Overwintering populations of Caribou and
Mountain Goat occur in areas where winds expose vegetation for winter
forage. Mule Deer, Moose, Grizzly Bear, and Black Bear are found in
krummholz and alpine meadows during summer and fall months. Other
common species are the Wolverine, Hoary Marmot, White-tailed
Ptarmigan, Rock Ptarmigan, Horned Lark, Water Pipit, and Rosy Finch.

The northern alpine tundra is the coldest and generally driest alpine
type. Extensive alpine plateaus are common and provide the favoured
habitat for Caribou. Thinhorn Sheep and Mountain Goat are common
throughout the north where suitably rugged terrain occurs. Other
common mammals include the Grizzly Bear, Gray Wolf, Red Fox,
Wolverine, Hoary Marmot, and Arctic Ground Squirrel. Collared Pika
and Dall’s Sheep are found in the extreme northwest corner of the
region. Characteristic birds include Gyrfalcon, Golden Eagle,
White-tailed Ptarmigan, Rock Ptarmigan, Horned Lark, Snow Bunting,
Water Pipit, and Rosy Finch.

6.2.2 Boreal White and Black Spruce Zone

Species diversity in the northern BWBS zone is strongly affected by the
harsh boreal climate; this is a major limitation for the distribution of
many vertebrate species. Only those physiologically or behaviourally
adapted to survive the long, cold winters (e.g., through hibernation or
migration) can occur year-round. However, overall wildlife species
diversity is relatively high, particularly at the lower elevations: 256
wildlife species occur in the BWBS, making it second only to the CWH.
This is partly a reflection of a large number of arctic species with
southern range limits that extend into the most northerly portion of the
region, as well as the large numbers of migratory bird species that use
these northern areas during the summer.

In the north, extensive brushfields of the SWB zone and open tundra of
alpine plateaus dominate. Boreal forest is often restricted to valley
bottoms. These lower-elevation forests have the least snowfall of the
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northern zones and are consequently used by overwintering species to
escape the deep snowpack and exposed conditions of the higher-elevation
zones. Frequent fires have formed a mosaic of forests of different ages in
the BWBS. Conifers are often slow to re-establish after fire, and
deciduous forests of aspen, birch, and willow are common and persistent.
These purely deciduous and mixed conifer-deciduous forests are very
productive habitats for ungulates, birds (including many warblers,
thrushes, vireos, and flycatchers), and a variety of small mammals.
Moose, Caribou, Mule Deer, Gray Wolf, Black Bear, Lynx, Red Squirrel,
Ermine, Snowshoe Hare, and Deer Mouse are common mammal species
in the BWBS. Some bird species such as the Northern Goshawk, Great
Horned Owl, Ruffed Grouse, Common Raven, Gray Jay, Downy
Woodpecker, and Black-capped Chickadee are common year-round
residents, while Yellow-bellied Sapsucker, Hermit Thrush,
Yellow-rumped Warbler, Purple Finch, and Dark-eyed Junco are
commonly found in these areas during the summer. Important breeding
habitat for many waterfowl species (particularly Northern Pintail,
Scaup, and Green-winged Teal) is provided by extensive low-elevation
wetlands in the BWBS.

6.2.3 Coastal Western Hemlock Zone

The CWH zone is relatively rich in wildlife species compared to interior
and northern areas because coastal climates are mild, forest productivity
is higher, and the structural diversity in coastal old-growth forests is
greater than in interior old growth. Ecosystem diversity across the
predominantly forested landscape is also very high, with an
interspersion of numerous localized habitats such as bogs, talus slopes,
rock outcrops, riparian areas, estuaries, avalanche tracks, and shoreline
spray zones. Relatively mild winters enable a greater diversity of species
to winter here than elsewhere in the region. The CWH provides
important wintering habitat for species such as the Trumpeter Swan (in
estuaries and lakes), Barrow’s Goldeneye, Harlequin Duck, and Western
Grebe (inshore waters). Many forest-dwelling species, including raptors,
woodpeckers, game birds, and passerines, are resident all year. The
moist, mild climate permits several amphibian species, largely absent
elsewhere in the region, to inhabit this zone.

The CWH provides important habitat for several species on the
provincial red and blue lists; these include the Keen’s Long-eared
Myotis, Grizzly Bear, Sea Otter, Bald Eagle, Marbled Murrelet,
Peregrine Falcon, and the Tailed Frog.

In the CWHvh2, the PRFR’s most maritime variant, bogs and bog
woodlands are extensive, with localized fens and marshes. Shore pine is
often a predominant feature, along with many snags and dead-topped
cedar trees. Dense salal understories are also common. Species that use
the seashore/forest interface thrive, exploiting rich marine feeding
sources and secure forested nesting, denning, or alternative feeding
sites. These include the River Otter, Mink, Black Bear, and Bald Eagle.
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The CWHvm has greater wildlife diversity than either the
hypermaritime or submaritime CHU subzones. It supports considerable
species diversity due to its proximity to the marine environment, and
the sheltered inlets are important wintering habitats for many
waterfowl. The CWHvm also includes numerous wetlands, avalanche
tracks, estuaries, and extensive riparian corridors. This subzone has an
abundance of excellent habitat for Grizzly Bear, particularly in the
lower-elevation variant (CWHvm1) along such rivers as the
Khutzeymateen, Kitlope, and tributaries to the Skeena. It is likely that
Mountain Goat winter in this subzone at certain times. Small
Black-tailed Deer populations occur in pockets, although the value for
deer is not high overall.

Records for the CWHwm subzone are limited, but it probably has the
lowest wildlife diversity of the CWH subzones. Its northerly distribution
and scarcity of estuaries reduce the number of species that find suitable
habitat here. Several wildlife species reach their northern limits in this
subzone (e.g., Keen’s Long-eared Myotis, Southern Red-backed Vole, and
Black-tailed Deer). However, this subzone does support some typically
northern or interior species that are absent from the other CWH
subzones, such as the Wood Frog and the Northern Red-backed Vole.
Black and Grizzly Bear are abundant in the CWHwm.

The CWHws, the most interior subzone of the CWH, is less moderated
by the marine influence, and consequently the climate is more extreme
than in other CWH subzones. A number of typically interior species
occur whose numbers gradually diminish toward the outer coast (e.g.,
Moose, Striped Skunk, Clark’s Nutcracker, Black-backed Woodpecker,
and Great Gray Owl). However, species that rely on the marine
environment are not found, since this subzone includes no coastline.

6.2.4 Engelmann Spruce – Subalpine Fir and Mountain
Hemlock Zones

The ESSF and MH zones range from high-elevation forestland to
subalpine parkland, characterized by short, cool summers and long, cold,
snowy winters. Most wildlife species that inhabit these zones are
adapted to survive or avoid the deep snow. Snowshoe Hare and Lynx
have large feet that enable them to run on top of snow, whereas Moose
and Mule Deer migrate to the valley bottoms during winter and spring
to avoid the snow. Similarly, Mountain Goat (MH and ESSF) and
Caribou (ESSF only) use mature, closed-canopy subalpine forests to
avoid the deep snow and storm conditions in the AT. The ESSF provides
particularly important summer foraging and winter denning areas for
Grizzly Bear in the subalpine parkland. There are several bird species
characteristic of the higher-elevation forests, including the Clark’s
Nutcracker, Golden-crowned Sparrow, Hermit Thrush, and Willow and
Rock Ptarmigan. Mammals such as the Collared Pika, Wolverine,
Mountain Goat, Hoary Marmot, and many other small rodents often find
optimal habitats in these high-elevation forests and parklands.
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Avalanche tracks, rocky bluffs, caves, and talus slopes are important
habitat features of the ESSF and MH. Forested land around these
features may be particularly important for security and thermal cover.
Small lakes provide breeding habitat for wetland species such as
Barrow’s Goldeneye and Spotted Sandpiper. Riparian areas form
important travel corridors both for the dispersal of young animals and
for migration between high-elevation and low-elevation seasonal ranges.
Some excellent Grizzly Bear and Caribou habitats also occur,
particularly in the ESSF. Many raptors find excellent hunting
opportunities in these forests and adjacent parklands, and some use
associated cliffs and talus slopes for nesting habitat.

The ESSFwv is the northernmost ESSF subzone, occurring mainly
above the ICH. It has the wettest growing season and the deepest
snowpack. Wildlife species that do not tolerate deep snow are either rare
or absent here. The combination of deep snow and steep terrain
produces many avalanche tracks, which are important forage areas for
Grizzly and Black Bear, Moose, and Mountain Goat. Forests adjacent to
these tracks are important for hiding and thermal cover for species
using avalanche tracks as forage sites. This subzone contains
particularly important winter habitat for Grizzly Bear, which use fairly
steep, forested, undisturbed sites for denning.

The ESSFmc is the driest of the ESSF subzones, with the lowest winter
snowpack. Because it occurs mostly on the highest elevations of the
Nechako Plateau, it is generally less steep, with fewer avalanche tracks
than other ESSF subzones. The lower snowpack allows ungulate use of
these higher-elevation areas for longer periods. The mid-elevation slopes
in the upper reaches of the Babine and Nilkitkwa rivers are important
denning areas for Grizzly Bear. Caribou in the Telkwa and Tweedsmuir
areas use the ESSFmc as summer and fall range, as migration routes,
and sometimes as calving areas. The Telkwa herd may also use this
subzone to avoid periods when snow is wet or crusted in the herd’s
primarily alpine wintering areas.

The ESSFmk is the least diverse of the ESSF subzones, and its value to
most wildlife species may lie mainly in its relative wilderness character.
Dry summers produce limited shrub and herb growth, and snowy
winters limit use by ungulates. The southern portion of the subzone
(Tahtsa Lake to Eutsuk Lake) is used by Caribou for summer and fall
range. Whitebark pine is common in this subzone and its seed is the
favoured food of the Clark’s Nutcracker.

The MHwh is the wettest, coastal subalpine subzone. The snowpack of
this subzone can be deep and wet, but it disappears earlier than in less
maritime subzones. Topography is rolling and for the most part lacks
the steep granite cliffs typical of the MHmm subzone. Because of high
rainfall, forests are scrubby and sloping bogs are abundant. Wildlife
diversity and use of these areas is low.
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The MHmm1 and MHmm2 usually have very deep and long-lasting
snowpacks. Unlike the MHwh, precipitous terrain means that much of
the elevation range that would normally support MH forests is too sheer
to support any forest at all. As a result of this severe terrain and
climate, species diversity is low. However, large populations of Mountain
Goat are found and Grizzly Bear frequent some areas during summer
months. Significant populations of the Tailed Frog may also be found in
these subzones.

For the most part, all of the subalpine subzones are likely to be used by
many of the vertebrates in adjacent, lower-elevation subzones (i.e., many
of the CWH species will occur in the MH, and many SBS and ICH
species will occur in the ESSF).

6.2.5 Interior Cedar – Hemlock Zone

The ICH zone in the PRFR is transitional between coastal and
continental climates. Forests can be highly productive, reflecting long
and relatively moist growing seasons. The zone contains many interior
and coastal wildlife species. Species diversity is high in the southern
portion of the zone, reflecting the relatively less severe winter and
summer climates, and also the presence of extensive seral forests.
Northern ICH subzones have deep snowpacks that restrict many
species.

The ICHmc1 comprises the upper and middle sections of the Nass
Basin and is wetter and snowier than the ICHmc2, but not as extreme
as the more northern ICHvc and ICHwc. Grizzly and Black Bear are of
particular management concern in this subzone. A diversity of habitats
is the key to habitat quality for Grizzly Bear. The extensive wetland
complex in the Swan Lakes area is important to waterfowl such as
Barrow’s Goldeneye, Bufflehead, Common Merganser, Common Loon,
and wading birds.

The ICHmc2 is the driest of the ICH subzones and has the lowest
snowpack, making it an important wintering range for large populations
of ungulates. Extensive deciduous stands in this subzone provide spring
forage for many species and support concentrations of passerines that
require deciduous forest for nesting and foraging. Due to considerable
agricultural and forestry development, this subzone is sensitive to
further forest clearing, particularly in low-elevation valley bottoms.

The ICHvc and (to a lesser extent) the ICHwc are dominated by deep
and long-lasting snowpacks. Species such as Fisher and Mule Deer that
do not tolerate deep, wet snow, are absent or rare from these variants;
other species, such as Moose, may use old-growth subalpine fir forests in
valley bottoms or migrate to others areas to avoid the deep snowpack.

Black and Grizzly Bear are very important in the ICHvc and ICHwc; the
area of Hanna Creek and Tintina Creek is particularly productive for
Grizzly Bear. Maintenance of berry-producing species, wetland herbs,
and forest cover around salmon-producing streams is a priority.
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6.2.6 Sub-Boreal Pine – Spruce and Sub-Boreal Spruce
Zones

The interior sub-boreal forests have a relatively high diversity of wildlife
for the region. Although winters are long and harsh, many species
overwinter in the lower elevations of the SBS where snowpacks are low
and the spring flush of vegetation occurs early. Extensive deciduous
forests in the lower-elevation valleys also support high populations of
migratory passerines. The SBS and SBPS provide some of the best
habitat in the province for some species such as Moose, Marten, and
Fisher.

The SBPSmc subzone is drier and colder than the SBS subzones, and
the wildlife species that occur are adapted to survive or avoid the long,
cold winters. Species diversity in this subzone is relatively low — on par
with the ESSF zone. Of particular concern in the SBPSmc are Woodland
Caribou that often winter in open, mature pine forests having abundant
terrestrial lichens. Mature, moist spruce forests are less common than
pine-dominated forests, but are especially valuable for their arboreal
lichens, which provide winter forage for Caribou and Mule Deer. These
forests also support relatively large trees that provide better,
longer-lasting snags for cavity-dwellers. Wetlands are common in the
SBPSmc, providing abundant waterfowl nesting habitat. Riparian
shrubs and herbs provide forage and cover for many species, including
Caribou (in spring), Moose, Beaver, Muskrat, Common Yellowthroat,
and Marsh Wren. The adjacent riparian forest provides cover, nesting,
and denning sites.

The climate of the SBSdk is generally less harsh than that of the
SBPSmc and SBSmc2 — conditions are milder and moister than in the
SBPSmc and the snowpack is neither as deep nor as long lasting as in
the SBSmc. Wintering ungulates use the SBSdk extensively to avoid
deep snow of the adjacent SBSmc2 and ESSFmc subzones, especially in
late winter. Mature spruce forests intercept snow and are particularly
valuable, as their arboreal lichens provide winter forage for Mule Deer
and (in the south) Caribou. Repeated fire disturbance along the Bulkley
and Endako river valleys has resulted in many seral aspen stands that
enhance the value of this area for species such as Snowshoe Hare, Lynx,
Moose, Mule Deer, and migrating passerine birds. Also, native
grasslands and agricultural pastures provide a patchwork of open
habitats within these aspen forests that is favoured by some species
(e.g., raptors, bluebirds, Coyote, and some rodents). This subzone
contains the most important Fisher habitat in the region. Lakes,
streams, and wetlands are common; wetland and riparian shrubs and
herbs provide forage and cover for many species, including Grizzly Bear,
Moose, Beaver, Alder Flycatcher, and Yellow-headed Blackbird. Forest
cover around salmon-producing streams is very important for Grizzly
Bear.

As in the ICHmc2, agriculture, human settlement, and (to a lesser
extent) forestry development have significantly reduced the area of
mature forest within the SBSdk. This increases the potential
landscape-level impacts of further forestry activities on the remaining
natural stands.
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The SBSmc2 is wetter and snowier than the SBPSmc or the SBSdk.
Species such as Mule Deer that do not tolerate deep snow are less
common in the SBSmc2 than in the SBSdk, and mature spruce and
subalpine fir forests are particularly important for thermal cover and
snow interception. In the SBSmc2, living trees and snags are generally
larger than in other sub-boreal forests and can provide nesting and
denning sites for many species. Also, dead and downed woody material
is larger and more abundant, which enhances habitat values for small
mammals and their predators, notably Marten. Lakes, streams, and
wetlands are common. Riparian shrubs and herbs provide forage and
cover for many species, while the adjacent forest provides cover, nesting,
and denning sites. Forest cover around salmon rivers such as the
Babine, Upper Morice, and Shelagyote is very important for Grizzly
Bear.

6.2.7 Spruce – Willow – Birch Zone

The SWB has the harshest climate of all the forested zones in the
region. The climate has a profound effect on the wildlife species that
occur here, an effect that is especially noticeable at the end of summer
when oncoming winter triggers a migration by birds and mammals to
areas more suitable for overwintering.

Moose and Caribou are widespread and abundant in this zone in the
summer, but typically are not present year-round, preferring instead to
migrate to lower elevations during the most severe winter conditions.
Other mammals that use the SWB in the summer include Grizzly Bear,
Black Bear, Thinhorn Sheep, Snowshoe Hare, Lynx, Wolverine, Marten,
Red Squirrel, and Gray Wolf. Common bird species are Spruce Grouse,
Common Raven, Gray Jay, Boreal Chickadee, Red-breasted Nuthatch,
Three-toed Woodpecker, and Ruby-crowned Kinglet in the forested
landscape, and Willow Ptarmigan, Gyrfalcon, and Wilson’s Warbler in
the shrub habitat that is abundant in this zone. Important breeding
habitat for Scaup, Green-winged Teal, Northern Pintail, Bufflehead,
Arctic Tern, Red-necked Phalarope, and Red-throated Loon is found in
the wetlands and shallow lakes that dot the SWB landscape.

6.3 Habitats, Habitat Components, and Species of
Management Concern

Wildlife habitat is “the air, soil, water, food, and cover components of the
environment on which wildlife depend directly or indirectly in order to
carry out their life processes” (B.C. Wildlife Act 1982). Habitat
management for individual species is complex and often operationally
impractical, except where a species is of special regional significance (e.g.,
Caribou and Grizzly Bear). The approach promoted in this guide is to
manage for habitat diversity and the habitat features used by groups of
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species. Often, several species can be grouped together for management
purposes, based on shared requirements for these habitat components
(Table 6.1).

Habitat management must be considered at two levels: the stand level
and the landscape level. Stand-level management focuses on specific
habitat attributes, structure, and composition of the forest—components
that are used by wildlife for feeding, resting, breeding, and cover.
Landscape-level management focuses on the distribution of different
habitats over large areas. If management practices provide a range of
age classes (from early seral to old growth) and plant communities at
the landscape level, and provide some or all of the specific habitat
components at the stand level, then the habitat requirements of most
wildlife species will be maintained.

This section begins with a description of key habitats within the
landscape that hold particular importance for wildlife because of the
special habitat attributes they contain, or because they are rare or
infrequent. Important habitat components at the stand level are then
described. Finally, some specific habitat requirements of species groups
and selected species of management concern are presented.

6.3.1 Key habitats (landscape-level components)

Riparian areas are areas adjacent to, and influenced by, rivers,
streams, lakes, and wetlands. They have characteristic vegetation
communities and stand structures that differ from neighbouring upland
forests. They are extremely important for wildlife and are relatively rare
from a landscape perspective.

Riparian forests have several characteristic features that contribute to
their ecological importance:

• lush understories providing cover and forage;

• high horizontal and vertical structural diversity providing
abundant niche spaces for wildlife;

• moderate and stable microclimate;

• proximity to stream invertebrate and fish populations that are
important food sources for many bird and mammal species; and

• access corridors to water sources and dispersal corridors to
other areas.

Riparian areas range from narrow bands around wetlands and lakes and
along mountain streams to unconstrained floodplains on valley bottoms.
These latter areas are particularly productive. Many wildlife species
reach their highest densities in riparian habitats along low-gradient
streams, especially those adjacent to old-growth forests.
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TABLE 6.1. Selected species management groups

Species management group Associated speciesa

Primary cavity nestersb Black-capped Chickadee, Boreal Chickadee, Downy Woodpecker,
Hairy Woodpecker, Mountain Chickadee, Northern Flicker,
Pileated Woodpecker, Red-breasted Nuthatch, Red-breasted
Sapsucker.

Secondary cavity nestersb American Kestrel, Barred Owl, Barrow’s Goldeneye, Brown
Creeper, Bufflehead, Common Goldeneye, Common Merganser,
Great Gray Owl, Hooded Merganser, Merlin, Northern Flying
Squirrel, Northern Saw-whet Owl, Porcupine, Red Squirrel,
Tree Swallow, Vaux’s Swift, Violet Green Swallow, Western
Screech Owl, Winter Wren, Wood Duck.

Snag users Bald Eagle, Belted Kingfisher, Big Brown Bat, Black Bear,
Bushy tailed Woodrat, California Myotis, Deer Mouse, Dusky
Flycatcher, Ermine, Fisher, Great Horned Owl, Keen’s
Long-eared Myotis, Marten, Mink, Northern Goshawk,
Olive-sided Flycatcher, Porcupine, Silver-haired Bat, Yuma
Myotis.

Coarse woody debris users Black Bear, Bushy-tailed Woodrat, Common Shrew, Deer Mouse,
Dusky Shrew, Ermine, Fisher, Heather Vole, Long-tailed Vole,
Long-toed Salamander, Lynx, Marten, Mink, Northwestern
Salamander, Porcupine, Ruffed Grouse, Red Squirrel,
Red-backed Vole, Townsend’s Solitaire, Vagrant Shrew, Winter
Wren, Wolverine.

Large tree users Bald Eagle, Brown Creeper, Great Blue Heron, Great Gray
Owl, Great Horned Owl, Marbled Murrelet, Northern
Goshawk, Osprey, Peale’s Peregrine Falcon, Porcupine, Red
Squirrel.

Deciduous tree/ thicket users American Redstart, Beaver, Black-capped Chickadee, Bushtit,
Cedar Waxwing, Chipping Sparrow, Common Redpoll, Great
Horned Owl, Long-tailed Vole, Moose, Mule Deer, Northern
Hawk Owl, Pileated Woodpecker, Porcupine, Red-eyed Vireo,
Ruby-crowned Kinglet, Ruffed Grouse, Snowshoe Hare,
Swainson’s Thrush, Western Screech Owl, Western Wood-peewee,
White-crowned Sparrow, Yellow Warbler, Red-breasted Sapsucker.

Riparian area users Bald Eagle, Barrow’s Goldeneye, bats (forest-dwelling),
Beaver, Black Bear, Bufflehead, Common Merganser, Dusky
Shrew, Fisher, Great Blue Heron, Grizzly Bear, Hooded
Merganser, Marbled Murrelet, Mink, Moose, Northwestern
Salamander, River Otter, Rough-skinned Newt, Tailed Frog,
Vaux’s Swift, Wood Duck.

a Bolded species are selected species of management concern featured in Table 6.2, which
has more detailed habitat information.

b Primary cavity nesters can excavate nests; secondary cavity nesters must rely on unoccupied
nest holes created by primary cavity nesters.
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As a general rule, maintaining 70% of the structural components in
riparian ecosystems will allow them to remain functionally intact.
Logging activities in riparian areas should closely follow the Fisheries,
Forestry, and Wildlife Guidelines developed for coastal and interior
forests, with maintenance of habitat as the primary objective.

Old growth refers to a forest with a complex of live and dead trees of
different species in various sizes and age classes that are part of a
slowly changing but dynamic ecosystem. The age and structure of an
old-growth forest varies significantly by site unit and biogeoclimatic
unit. However, old growth is typically distinguished from younger stands
by several of the following structural attributes:

• presence of relatively large trees for the species and site;

• a wide variation in tree sizes and spacing;

• accumulations of large, dead, standing (snags) and fallen trees;

• a multi-layered canopy;

• canopy gaps and understory patchiness; and

• many trees with broken, deformed, and decayed tops or boles,
and root decay.

Old-growth forests play a major ecological role in contributing to
biodiversity. In comparison to other seral stages, old-growth forests tend
to have the greatest number of species with specialized habitat
requirements (although often not the greatest total number of species).
Habitat characteristics of these older, senescing forests are difficult to
recreate through management and these habitats are decreasing in
extent due to harvesting. This has led resource planners to place
old-growth forests as the primary focus of a provincial biodiversity
strategy aimed at maintaining the ecological integrity of British
Columbia’s lands. In general, coastal (CWH) and interior transitional
(ICH) old-growth forests are more extensive and complex than in
interior landscapes (BWBS, SBS, and SBPS) where periodic fire
disturbance reduces the extent of older forests.

At a landscape level, old-growth forests intercept snow in winter,
providing areas with improved travelling efficiency and access to food, as
well as provide hiding cover. At a stand level, old growth has structural
diversity that does not occur in younger forests and enables many
species to co-exist in the same habitat.

Shrub/herb communities are important habitats for many wildlife
species. In general, these early seral plant communities produce more
forage and greater vegetation diversity than any other stage of forest
development. Some shrub/herb communities, such as wetlands, dry
grasslands, avalanche tracks, and subalpine brush, persist indefinitely due
to climate, edaphic factors, or frequent disturbance. Most, however, are
short-term (<20 years) stages arising from disturbance and are succeeded
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by deciduous and coniferous forest. In plantation forestry, management
objectives are generally aimed at shortening the normal duration of this
seral stage in favour of closed-canopy coniferous pole-sapling stages.

Shrub/herb communities are most important to wildlife for browse and
forage. Some bird species and small mammal species prefer shrub/herb
communities for nesting and cover.

Wetlands are of critical importance to waterfowl, amphibians, and
aquatic mammals. Marshes are the most productive type of wetland.
Forests surrounding marshes are important for cavity-nesting ducks
such if Goldeneye, Wood Duck, Common Merganser, and Bufflehead.
Other cavity nesters (e.g., bats), particularly those that feed on flying
insects, also use wetland fringe forests. Fens are less productive wetland
ecosystems that are often dominated by willow species, which are used
extensively as winter browse by Moose in areas with low snow depths.
Fens often have high rodent populations, providing abundant prey for
carnivores. Bogs are the least productive type of wetland and the least
valuable overall to wildlife, although they often support a variety of
insectivorous birds.

Deciduous forests, composed of trembling aspen, paper birch, black
cottonwood, willows, and/or red alder, are used preferentially by many
species. In particular, many passerine birds use these forests for nesting
and feeding. Deciduous forests are a mid seral stage established
following fire, flooding, or clearing. Agricultural land clearing, human
settlement, and forestry activities have decreased the total area of
deciduous forests in the interior zones of the PRFR; wildfire suppression
and rehabilitation of burnt-over areas is also contributing to this decline,
as existing deciduous forests give way, through natural succession or
silvicultural treatment, to mixedwood and coniferous stands.

Shoreline forests and estuaries are used by many wildlife species
that forage in the ocean. Old-growth shoreline forests provide nesting
habitat for the Bald Eagle, threatened Marbled Murrelet, and other
seabirds. Birds such as the Bald Eagle, Peregrine Falcon, Great Blue
Heron, and Belted Kingfisher use shoreline trees for roosting and
perching. Where freshwater streams and rivers enter the ocean, large
deltas, saltmarshes, and estuaries are formed, providing highly
productive and important habitat for Grizzly and Black Bears, seabirds,
ducks, and shorebirds.

South aspects are warmer and tend to have lower snow accumulations,
which can favour species such as Mule Deer that do not tolerate deep
snow. They are also among the first sites to provide spring forage for
other ungulates, bears, and other wildlife species.

6.3.2 Important habitat components (stand-level
components)

Habitat components can be managed for at the stand level. The
structural components of forests that receive significant use by many
wildlife species in all forested landscapes are described.
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Snags and dying trees are particularly important for cavity dwellers
such as woodpeckers, chickadees, some owls, and mammals such as
Marten, Fisher, Northern Flying Squirrel, and even Black Bear. In
riparian areas, snags have particularly high value for bats (many of
which forage over the open water) and cavity-nesting ducks. Snags also
provide perches for birds of prey and insectivorous birds (e.g., swallows
and flycatchers) important in controlling potential forest pests.
Generally, larger snags receive more wildlife use. Conventionally
managed stands are generally too young, even at rotation age, to have
developed adequate sizes and abundance of snags.

Coarse woody debris (CWD), which includes sound and rotting logs
and stumps, provides feeding substrate for a diversity and abundance of
invertebrates and fungi. These in turn provide food for many mammals,
birds, snakes, and amphibians. CWD is used as nesting and denning
sites by many birds and mammals, as sheltered microhabitat by reptiles
and amphibians, and even as courtship sites by some species (e.g.,
Ruffed Grouse). Many small animals use CWD for security cover and for
access below the snow (e.g., Marten and other weasels). As with snags,
larger-diameter downed logs generally receive greater wildlife use.

Deciduous trees in a largely coniferous landscape provide habitat
diversity that is exploited by many wildlife species. Many songbirds
(such as warblers, vireos, and flycatchers) preferentially use deciduous
trees as foraging and nesting areas. Many primary cavity nesters prefer
deciduous species to conifers, possibly because cavity excavation is
easier. Aspen and cottonwood are particularly important because mature
trees frequently have heart rot. The smaller deciduous trees in riparian
and adjacent areas are a required component for Beaver, a keystone
species that creates valuable habitat for many other wildlife species.

Large veteran trees are important sources for future snags and CWD
in forests. Because veteran trees are frequently in the early stages of
decay, they are often preferred by cavity nesters and birds that forage
for insects found under the bark. Raptors often use veteran trees for
perching and nesting.

Edges between vegetation communities (such as between mature timber
and clearcuts, or between wetlands and mesic forest) are often used by
species that use each area for different aspects of their existence. Edges
also provide habitat for species that prefer the often structurally
complex transition zone (ecotone) between contrasting ecosystems. It is
important to recognize, however, that excessive edge, created as a result
of extensive patch clearing and habitat fragmentation, leads to a loss of
habitat for species that require larger tracts of uninterrupted forest.

Forest canopy gaps increase the vertical and horizontal diversity of the
forest, leading to greater wildlife diversity. They occur naturally where a
tree or group of trees falls over or dies standing, permitting sunlight to
reach the forest floor and promote the growth of herbs and shrubs. Small
openings add greatly to the structural diversity of the forest, particularly in
areas of homogeneous closed-canopy forest (such as managed forests). Gaps
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provide forage and hunting opportunities for many species. In the
winter, these gaps, with surrounding forest that can provide snow
interception and cover, are used extensively by ungulates.

6.3.3 Species groups and selected species of
management concern

Although all species in the ecosystem are components of biodiversity,
some may be more important to managers than others because they:

• are rare or endangered;

• may create habitat for others (e.g., primary cavity nesters);

• require specific habitats that are adversely affected by land use
practices;

• are commercially valuable and hence a high population level is
desired; or

• are important silvicultural allies or pests.

Table 6.2 presents selected wildlife species found in the PRFR that fit
one or more of these criteria.

Many of these species share similar habitat requirements and can thus
be grouped into species management groups (see Table 6.1).
Management activities that maintain specific habitat components will be
potentially beneficial to all species that rely on that component. In cases
where the effects of a management prescription on wildlife are being
monitored, studying the response of one of the species in the group
(known as a management indicator species) will give some indication of
how the practices are affecting other species in the group.

6.4 Wildlife Habitat Considerations in Timber
Harvesting and Silvicultural Planning

This section is a compilation of guidelines laid out in several draft
documents dealing with forestry management for wildlife habitat and
biodiversity. Field workers who require more detailed and specific
guidelines for landscape and stand structure objectives should consult
these papers. Documents available or in preparation include:

• Fish, forestry, and wildlife guidelines for coastal forests (B.C.
Coastal Fisheries/Forestry Guidelines Technical Committee
1992) and interior forests (B.C. Interior Fish, Forestry, and
Wildlife Guidelines Committee 1993)

• Guidelines to maintain biodiversity in coastal forests (B.C.
Ministry of Forests/B.C. Ministry of Environment 1992) and
interior forests (Steventon 1993)

• Provincial harvesting guidelines for the management and
maintenance of wildlife trees (Wildlife Tree Committee of B.C.
1993)
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